pain, initiated on antibiotics with levofloxacin, and updated on tetanus; ophthalmology then completed a surgical repair.
DISCUSSION
Ocular trauma accounts for roughly 3% of emergency department visits and is a major cause of unilateral visual impairment and permanent visual loss in young individuals. 1, 2 Open globe injuries occur more commonly in males and should be in the differential diagnosis with any injury involving highvelocity metal or glass. 1, 3 Penetrating mechanisms tend to be more common in the young, while a blunt mechanism is more common in the elderly. 1, 3 Exam findings can be subtle. Classic teaching revolves around Seidel's sign; it is not sensitive, but it is specific. 4 A globe rupture with false negative Seidel sign is a rare but known occurrence when ocular contents "plug" the opening, as seen in this patient, preventing aqueous outflow and causing a falsely negative Seidel sign. Other suggestive exam findings include a peaked pupil, poorly reactive pupil, flat anterior chamber, and visual acuity changes. 4 Despite poor sensitivity, CT is very specific and can be helpful when identifying open globe injuries.
Documented patient informed consent and/or Institutional Review Board approval has been obtained and filed for publication of this case report.
